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Abstract
Two nodes in a network are called to be connected if there is a path between the two nodes. In a connected
network, each pair of nodes is connected. In this article, I present full Matlab codes of the vertex-fusion
algorithm to detect network connectedness. In the program, the number of connected components and all
nodes of each connected component will be displayed. It is expected for using in some studies of network
pharmacology.
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1 Introduction
Two nodes (vertices) u and v in a network (graph) X are called to be connected, if there is a path between u and
v (Zhang, 2012). For a given network X, the node set
m

V=∪Vi
i=1

Two node u and v in Vi is connected, if and only if u, vVi. The induced subnetworks X[Vi], i=1,2,...,m, are
defined as the connected components of X. That is, in the connected network X, each pair of nodes is
connected (Zhang, 2012). Otherwise X is an unconnected network. X is a connected network if and only if for
each of the classification that divides node set V into two nonempty subsets V1 and V2, there always exists a
link, and one of its node is in V1 and another node is in V2. If X is an unconnected network, then each of its
connected components is the maximal connected subnetwork of X. In present article I give the full Matlab
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codes of the vertex-fusion algorithm to detect network connectedness. In this program, the number of
connected components and all nodes of each connected component are displayed.
2 Algorithm
The vertex-fusion algorithm for detecting network (graph) connectedness is that for the adjacency matrix of a
network, starting from a node (vertex), fusing all its adjacent nodes, and then fusing the new added nodes
adjacent to it, until no new node adjacent to it is added. A connected component is thus obtained. When fusing
the nodes vi and vj, add row j of adjacency matrix to row i, and add column j to column i, and then delete row j
and column j. In this way, all connected components are obtained (Chan et al., 1982; Zhang, 2012).
The following are Matlab codes of the function, connDet.m, for calculating connectedness of a network.
The program will display the number of connected components and all nodes of each connected component
(Zhang, 2012)
%Zhang WJ. 2016. Detecting connectedness of network: A Matlab program and application in tumor pathways.
Selforganizology, 3(4):
function conn=connDet(d)
%Calculate connectivity of graph. g[]: if node i belongs to j-th connected component then g[i]=j.
%d[][]: adjacency matrix, d=(dij)v*v, where v is the number of nodes in the network. dij=1 if vi and vj are adjacent, and
dij=0, if vi and vj are not adjacent; i, j=1,2,…, v.
%conn: string containing number of connected components and all nodes of each connected component.
v=size(d,1);
g=zeros(1,v+1);
for i=1:v
g(i)=0;
end
s=1;
t=1;
while (v>0)
g(t)=s;
a1=0;
for j=1:v
a1=a1+d(j,t);
end
m=t+1;
while (v>0)
for h=m:v
if ((d(t,h)==0) | (g(h)~=0)) continue; end
g(h)=s;
for i=m:v
if (d(i,h)==0) continue; end
d(i,t)=1;
d(t,i)=1;
end; end
a2=0;
for j=1:v
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a2=a2+d(j,t);
end
if ((a1-a2)<0)
a1=a2;
continue;
end
if ((a1-a2)>=0) break; end
end
lab=0;
for k=m:v
if (g(k)==0) break; end
if (k==v) lab=1; break; end
end
if (lab==1) break; end
t=k;
s=s+1;
end
conn='';
conn=strcat(conn,'Number of connectivity components in the network: ',num2str(s),'\n');
conn=strcat(conn,'Node----Belonged connectivity component\n');
for i=1:v
conn=strcat(conn,num2str(i),'----', num2str(g(i)),'\n');
end
conn=strcat(conn,'\n');

3 Application
Use the data of adjacency matrices of tumor pathways, p53, RAS, VEGF, PPAR (Zhang, 2016). The results of
network connectedness detection show that there is only one connected component in these tumor pathways.
Use the data of adjacency matrices of world’s 54 human races and populations (nodes) (Zhang and Qi,
2014; Zhang, 2015). The nodes No. 20 and 21 belong to a component, and the remaining 52 nodes belong to
another component.
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